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Abstract
We present an extension of the PatchworkMHD code [1], itself an MHD-capable extension of the Patch-
work code [2], for which several algorithms presented here were co-developed. Its purpose is to create a
“multipatch” scheme compatible with numerical simulations of arbitrary equations of motion at any dis-
cretization order in space and time. In the Patchwork framework, the global simulation is comprised of an
arbitrary number of moving, local meshes, or “patches”, which are free to employ their own resolution, co-
ordinate system/topology, physics equations, reference frame, and in our new approach, numerical method.
Each local patch exchanges boundary data with a single global patch on which all other patches reside
through a client-router-server parallelization model. In generalizing Patchwork to be compatible with
arbitrary order time integration, PatchworkMHD and PatchworkWave have significantly improved the
interpatch interpolation accuracy by removing an interpolation of interpolated data feedback present in the
original Patchwork code. Furthermore, we extend Patchwork to be multimethod by allowing multiple
state vectors to be updated simultaneously, with each state vector providing its own interpatch interpolation
and transformation procedures. As such, our scheme is compatible with nearly any set of hyperbolic partial
differential equations. We demonstrate our changes through the implementation of a scalar wave toy-model
that is evolved on arbitrary, time dependent patch configurations at 4th order accuracy.
Keywords: Multipatch methods, Overset meshes, Wave-like systems
1. Introduction
1.1. Broad Applicability of Multiphysics/Multiscale Computation
One of the greatest challenges facing modern computational physics is the self-consistent modeling of
multiphysics/multiscale systems at high fidelity. Particularly, because many physical systems of interest can
contain significant heterogeneities with regard to relevant physical processes and characteristic timescales.
Furthermore, these inhomogeneities cannot always be cleanly partitioned into distinctly independent regions
and must often be simulated simultaneously. Finally, because simulation cost is generally dictated by the
most expensive physical process, shortest characteristic lengths, and longest dynamical timescales, over
simplified models are often employed to the detriment of the global simulation.
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A simulation which includes multiple distinct physical processes is referred to as a “multiphysics” simu-
lation. A multiphysics simulation code must therefore solve various sets of equations simultaneously (often
requiring different sophisticated numerical techniques), and is responsible for coupling each physical process
together. For instance, some combination of the equations of hydrodynamics, electromagnetism, chemical
reactions, radiation transport, solid mechanics, gravity, and diffusion processes may be coupled together to
accurately capture the physics at hand.
Multiphysics examples are ubiquitous throughout computational physics and span from modeling terres-
trial experiments to astrophysics. For instance, simulating fusion experiments such as MagLIF [3], which
requires radiation and multi-material magnetohydrodynamics (MHD). Meanwhile, multiphysics modeling in
astrophysics includes accretion onto compact objects [4], stellar astrophysics [5], and cosmology [6]. All of
which require some level of MHD, radiation, gravity, and/or reactions at varying levels of accuracy.
The complexity is further compounded by the variation in characteristic length and timescales of each
physical process at work. For example, in common envelope evolution astrophysics the dynamical timescales
relevant to the immediate vicinity of the engulfed neutron star differ from that of the global system by ten
orders of magnitude [7]. Additionally, the relevant length and timescales on which a single physical process
can operate may vary significantly through the physical system of interest. An example in engineering physics
includes the modeling of various turbulence scales near wind turbines [8]. Such systems are referred to as
“multiscale” and represent a significant computational challenge. Furthermore, the approximate symmetries,
motions, and resolution requirements of each physical scale are often nonuniform through the problem
domain.
In addition to the complexities described above, often the various physics components require different
numerical methods. For instance, one application may make use of an Eulerian finite volume approach while
another makes use of finite difference, finite element, or Lagrangian methods. We refer to such applications
as “multimethod”.
In this paper we present a new code (PatchworkWave) which is motivated as a proof-of-principle first
step towards a sophisticated multiphysics/multiscale/multiframe/multimethod application in relativistic as-
trophysics. With the detection of gravitational waves by LIGO [9–14] and the planned launch of LISA [15, 16],
there exists a significant deficiency in the knowledge of what electromagnetic counterparts to supermassive
binary black hole mergers would be. To zeroth order, the electromagnetic counterpart will be directly related
to the structure and quantity of gas in the immediate vicinity of the black holes at merger [17]. Much effort
has recently been undertaken to ascertain the gas dynamics in SMBBHs in both the Newtonian [18–28] and
relativistic [29–39] regimes. Through these simulations direct predictions of electromagnetic signatures may
be made [40].
Recent simulations of relativistic SMBBHs seem to imply that the electromagnetic counterpart may de-
pend sensitively on the gravitationally driven inspiral phase directly before merger [38, 39]. Unfortunately,
there does not currently exist a simulation code capable of evolving the merger proper on spherical grids
over the long durations necessary to capture the dynamical timescales of the larger disk feeding material
to the black holes. (For a review of relativistic SMBBH accretion see [41]). However, a new code (Patch-
workMHD), which will be described in a companion publication [1], has been developed to extend the
Patchwork infrastructure [2] to include MHD and to work with the full Harm3d code (see [35, 37, 42]).
The Harm3d code already contains the necessary ingredients to simulate the inspiral phase of SMBBH
merger and when coupled with PatchworkMHD will allow efficient modeling of this crucial phase just
prior to merger.
However, Harm3d is not capable of modeling the SMBBH merger phase. Unlike most current codes which
couple numerical relativity to MHD, Harm3d is capable of using curvi-linear coordinates to preserve angular
momentum and scales well to large CPU counts. Motivated by this, we wish to extend the PatchworkMHD
infrastructure to allow full numerical relativity coupled to MHD in the Harm3d code. The first step in this
goal is the creation of a multimethod capable multipatch scheme in the Harm3d framework.
From here on, unless otherwise stated, we use Patchwork to implicitly refer to the enhanced ver-
sion extended and implemented into the full Harm3d code, which will be described in [1], and on which
PatchworkMHD and PatchworkWave are built. We refer to the version published in [2] as the “orig-
inal Patchwork” and/or via citation. Finally, we reserve PatchworkMHD and PatchworkWave as
references to application specific branches of the Patchwork code family.
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1.2. Modeling Multiphysics/Multiscale Systems
Many sophisticated techniques have been developed to handle the multiscale nature of most multiphysics
applications. A common approach is the use of adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) [43, 44]. AMR allows
the dynamic adjustment of resolution throughout the computational domain according to some criteria.
However, this comes with several drawbacks.
First, most AMR algorithms use exact 2-to-1 mesh refinement and require many levels of refinement to
extend sufficiently large resolution scale gaps. This often comes at the detriment to scaling to many proces-
sors. Additionally, if left unchecked or without properly defined refinement criteria, there is no guarantee
that the AMR algorithm will detect and sufficiently resolve the characteristic scales. Conversely, over refine-
ment in regions of steep gradients, such as shocks, can increase computational cost unnecessarily. Finally,
AMR algorithms are generally employed in a global coordinate basis incapable of following local, physical
symmetries of the system.
Greater flexibility can be employed in sophisticated AMR libraries, such as Chombo [45], which allow
mesh refinement into separate grids, embedded boundaries, and mapped multiblocks. The method of splitting
the computational domain into several overlapping meshes, or “overset meshes”, has a wealth of literature
(for a review of development at NASA see [46]). So-called “Chimera” grids [47], allow the deployment of
physics on sophisticated overlapping meshes [8, 48–59]. In fact, the need for overset mesh techniques in the
computational fluid dynamics community is so great that proprietary grid generation software exists [60].
Overset mesh, or multipatch, techniques have started to make an appearance in the numerical relativity
community [61–64]. However, these mesh structure techniques come with several limitations. First, all
tensor quantities are usually defined in an underlying global Cartesian basis [64, 65] due to the complicated
behaviour under coordinate transformations for some of the evolved fields. However, it is often beneficial
to define the grid functions in curvi-linear coordinates directly. More significantly, the mesh structures
are static in time [66, 67]. Finally, the current state-of-the-art multipatch scheme in numerical relativity
(Llama [64, 65]) can only solve the equations of hydrodynamics coupled to numerical relativity, severely
limiting its applicability for SMBBH accretion which requires magnetic stresses to accurately model accretion
processes.
Another method of modeling multiscale/multiframe is the use of Eulerian moving meshes in hydrodynam-
ics [68, 69] and MHD [70]. Alternatively, Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) methods on unstructured
meshes [71, 72] seek to combine the strengths of Eulerian and Lagrangian techniques. ALE algorithms allow
the mesh to track the dynamics of the flow, reducing diffusivity, and have even been extended to include
MHD [73–75]. However, they encounter significant difficulty in the presence of turbulent or vortex-like flows
where meshes can easily tangle. ALE methods handle this by mesh relaxation and remapping, but in do-
ing so lose much of their benefit whilst still incurring the cost of unstructured meshes. Finally, yet other
methods such as finite element discontinuous Galerkin, have shown significant promise in their application
to wave-like systems [76, 77] and MHD [78, 79].
The Patchwork infrastructure seeks to adopt several pieces of these approaches into a single framework.
Namely, the infrastructure is designed to employ an overset mesh multipatch scheme where each mesh, or
“patch”, is free to move dynamically in time with arbitrary mesh refinement ratios. Furthermore, the patches
may be freely defined in any arbitrary coordinate basis or topology. In general, the patches are also assumed
to be unstructured/irregular with respect to one another. Thus, the Patchwork infrastructure allows the
deployment of user-specified mesh refinement and a globally irregular mesh geometry whilst avoiding the
pitfalls of moving mesh methods.
This is accomplished through the MultiProgram-MultiData (MPMD) paradigm [80]. Each patch is itself
a separate executable which communicates boundary conditions in conjunction with all other patches using
a client-router-server model of MPI communication (for full details see Section 2.4). Because each patch is a
separate executable, one may in principle turn on/off relevant physics packages for time-dependent simulation
regions. Examples of other simulation infrastructures employing such a capability include combining fluid
and molecular dynamics [81] and modeling blood flow through the brain [82].
The critical components missing for our target science problem, multimethod abilities and higher-order
methods, are implemented for this study. In the next section, we motivate and further discuss extending
Patchwork to include multimethod abilities through the application of a proof-of-principle toy model.
Additionally, we have further improved core algorithms in the original Patchwork framework (in parallel
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to the PatchworkMHD development[1]). These improvements have increased the global convergence order
and accuracy of the interpatch boundary conditions.
1.3. Expanding the Patchwork Infrastructure
The original Patchwork code was designed for hydrodynamic simulations. As such, there exist opti-
mization and algorithmic design choices that make the Patchwork infrastructure incompatible with high
order finite difference methods. Namely, the original Patchwork code assumed a second order accurate
method of lines time integration, allowing each substep to be treated as an independent Cauchy problem.
Here we extend the Patchwork framework to be compatible with arbitrary time integration methods. This
new version of Patchwork has the added benefit of removing an algorithmic design limitation in which
interpatch interpolation would use previously interpolated data, thus increasing the accuracy.
Furthermore, in order to extend the Patchwork infrastructure to ultimately simulate SMBBH mergers,
we have implemented a new capability for PatchworkWave to handle multiple state vectors simultaneously.
Each state vector contains its own transformation and interpatch interpolation procedures, thus allowing the
PatchworkWave code to, in principle, evolve two state vectors using a multimethod approach (such as
updating the spacetime evolution using finite difference methods and the equations of MHD using finite
volume methods). However, we emphasize these modifications are not restricted to finite difference or finite
volume methods.
One of the most widely used evolution schemes for the spacetime in numerical relativity is the so-called
Baumgarte-Shapiro-Shibata-Nakamura (BSSN) formulation [83, 84]. It is a reformulation of the Arnowitt-
Deser-Misner (ADM) formulation of Einstein’s equations [85–87], and, like the ADM formulation, adopts a 3+
1 foliation of spacetime [88]. Unlike the ADM formulation it introduces a conformal-traceless decomposition
and conformal connection functions (see [89] for a textbook introduction). The BSSN equations are a large
set of non-linear, coupled partial differential equations (PDEs).
Provided the extensive complexities in implementing numerical relativity in curvi-linear coordinates [90–
93], which involves a reference-metric formulation of the BSSN equations [90, 94–96], and the large costs
of such simulations, we first implement a proof-of-principle infrastructure here. In an oversimplified sense,
the equations of BSSN are a non-linear wave-like system with stability criteria similar to a second order
formulation of the wave equation. Therefore, it is reasonable to first demonstrate the new Patchwork
infrastructure can evolve a scalar wave toy-model before proceeding to numerical relativity (which in and of
itself has required the deployment of large, open source collaborations for many years [97]).
In this paper, we derive and implement a fully coordinate invariant second order formulation of the Klein-
Gordon scalar wave equation into the Harm3d code. We employ a non-traditional split of space and time
which allows convenient use of the full four dimensional manifold geometries already present in Harm3d. The
flexibility of this implementation is demonstrated by evolving the equations on a time-dependent, dynamically
warped mesh [98]. Furthermore, we fully couple this implementation to the Patchwork infrastructure and
demonstrate its efficacy using many arbitrary coordinate topologies and patch motions.
While our modifications to the Patchwork infrastructure allow for any arbitrary order discretization
of the equations of motion in space and time, we elect to use 4th order accurate methods for simplicity. The
convergence order of our interpatch interpolation and reflection-damping dissipation algorithms are chosen
to preserve the desired 4th order accuracy of our discretization.
The global multipatch scheme is shown to be 4th order accurate with dominant error sources coming
from grid discretization, relatively insensitive to the patch trajectories. Furthermore, we demonstrate the
extreme flexibility of our multipatch scheme by simulating all currently implemented coordinate toplogies
(Cartesian, cylindrical, and spherical) simultaneously. These patches are also shown to be capable of moving
independently in rotating and linearly translating frames. We emphasize that these frames were chosen for
convenience, but any well-defined coordinate mapping to a new frame may be used. Our tests are performed
in full 3D and the error as the evolution proceeds is found to always be continuous across mesh refinement,
signifying that the interpatch error is subdominant to the grid discretization error.
The rest of the paper is laid out as follows. In Section 2 we provide a full description of our Patchwork-
Wave code, including relevant algorithmic details of the enhanced Patchwork code [1] that are shared
with PatchworkMHD. This includes the equations of motion, algorithms, and full interpatch boundary
condition procedure. In Section 3 we present a suite of tests aimed at demonstrating the accuracy and
flexibility of our scheme. Finally, in Section 4 we provide concluding remarks.
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2. Code Details
2.1. Overview
The Patchwork infrastructure is designed to accommodate arbitrary, time-dependent, moving meshes,
or “patches”, which together constitute a global problem. These individual patches use separate executables
which are responsible for the physics occuring in their respective subdomains. Patches are broken into two
categories: a unique “Global Patch” and an arbitrary number of “Local Patches”. The local patches live on
top of the global patch and their evolution takes priority over global patch in regions of common coverage.
Figure 1: Equatorial slice of a wave state through the spherical global patch with a local Cartesian patch covering the origin.
Black lines show the spherical grid, while white lines denote the Cartesian local patch, where every other grid line is shown.
To provide intuition into the problem at hand, we plot a scalar plane wave for the simple two patch
configuration shown in Figure 1. While both patches evolve the same scalar plane wave, the coordinate
representations and resolutions in which they do so are different. The global patch evolves in a discretization
of spherical coordinates which excises the coordinate singularities at the origin and the pole. Meanwhile, the
radially excised region is still included in the global domain by the inclusion of a Cartesian local patch. The
patch executables run concurrently under the MPMD paradigm and are connected through MPI communi-
cation of boundary condition data as necessary (see Section 2.4 for full details).
Throughout the paper, unless otherwise noted, we use units in which the speed of light c = 1. When used
as tensorial indices, we reserve Greek letters (e.g., α, β, γ, . . .) for four-dimensional spacetime indices and
Roman letters (e.g., i, j, k, . . .) as indices spanning spatial dimensions. We adopt the metric sign convention
of (−,+,+,+) and the first index is coordinate time (t). We follow the Einstein summation convention where
repeated upper and lower indices imply a summation. However, the index t does not obey this summation
convention and instead simply represents the index associated with coordinate time after splitting space and
time.
2.2. Equations of Motion
We start with the standard scalar wave equation
∇2φ− 1
v2
∂2t φ = S, (1)
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where S is some scalar source term. Next, because our multipatch framework is designed to handle arbi-
trary coordinate systems in arbitrary frames, we recast this system to a fully covariant expression. The
d’Alembertian operator, ∇2 − 1v2 ∂2t , can be expressed as
gµν∇µ∇νφ = S, (2)
where gµν is the inverse metric tensor and ∇µ is the covariant derivative with respect to the metric gµν
and coordinates xµ, and we set v = c = 1. For flat spacetime and Cartesian coordinates the metric
tensor and covariant derivative correspond to a 4 × 4 matrix diag (−1, 1, 1, 1) and the partial derivative
respectively. In Appendix A we provide a brief overview of the necessary differential geometry to understand
this expression and the subsequent ones for readers unfamiliar with this notation.
We can next expand this expression in terms of only partial derivatives of the scalar wave, metric com-
ponents, and Christoffel symbols of the second kind (Γαµν) as
S = gµν∇µ∂νφ
S = gµν
(
∂µ∂νφ− Γλµν∂λφ
)
. (3)
The Christoffel symbols are themselves functions of derivatives of the metric tensor
Γαµν =
1
2
gαλ (∂µgλν + ∂νgµλ − ∂λgµν) . (4)
We now define a coordinate time t that is common among all patches and explicitly split space and time.
S = gµt∂µ∂tφ+ g
µi∂µ∂iφ− gµν
(
Γtµν∂tφ+ Γ
j
µν∂jφ
)
,
S = gtt∂t∂tφ+ 2g
tj∂j∂tφ+ g
ij∂i∂jφ− gµν
(
Γtµν∂tφ+ Γ
j
µν∂jφ
)
. (5)
Defining a new evolved quantity, Πt ≡ ∂tφ, the expressions can be further written as
S = gtt∂tΠt + 2g
tj∂jΠt + g
ij∂i∂jφ− gµν
(
ΓtµνΠt + Γ
j
µν∂jφ
)
. (6)
Our interpatch communication requires the interpolation of grid functions in different coordinate systems
and reference frames for arbitrary time-dependent patch configurations. We therefore will need to coordinate
transform Πt between patches. We define the one-form Πµ, of which Πt is a component, as Πµ = ∂µφ. Πµ
obeys the standard coordinate transformation
Πµ′ =
∂xλ
∂xµ′
Πλ. (7)
We promote the spatial components Πj to evolved grid functions which are updated through non-coupled
differential equations (preserving the second order formulation). Finally, we gather terms and simplify to
obtain our complete equations of motion for the scalar wave in arbitrary coordinates, arbitrary reference
frame, and any background spacetime as
Πt = ∂tφ, (8)
∂tΠt =
1
gtt
[
S + gµν
(
ΓtµνΠt + Γ
j
µν∂jφ
)− 2gtj∂jΠt − gij∂i∂jφ] , (9)
∂tΠi = ∂iΠt. (10)
We use the NRPy code [93, 99] to generate the centered, fourth order finite difference expressions for the
right hand side (RHS) of the above evolution system.
In this framework, we may freely deploy any coordinate system or reference frame without changing our
code. We always finite difference in local coordinates and account for curvature, motion, and curvilinear
scale factors through a 4D coordinate transformation acting on all tensorial quantities.
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2.3. Time Integration
One may write an arbitrary order Runge-Kutta (RK) time integration step for an equation of the form
(see [64])
∂tu
(
t, xi
)
= f
(
t, xi
)
, (11)
discretized in time by ∆t, as
un+1 = un + ∆t
s∑
l=1
blkl (12)
kl = f
(
tn + cl∆t, un + ∆t
s∑
m=1
almkm
)
. (13)
Here, u
(
t, xi
)
is our wave state vector u = [φ,Πµ]
T
and f
(
t, xi
)
are their associated right hand sides in
Equations (8-10). We elect to use the “classic” fourth order method [100] and provide the Butcher tableau
in Table 1.
0 0 0 0 0
1/2 1/2 0 0 0
1/2 0 1/2 0 0
1 0 0 1 0
1/6 1/3 1/3 1/6
Table 1: Butcher tableau for our fourth order Runge-Kutta. The coefficients are bl (bottom line), cl (first vertical column),
and alm in the remainder of the table.
Recall that this code was ultimately designed to update the Einstein Field Equations (EFE) coupled to
MHD. When integrating wave-like systems with the method of lines, one either needs to use partially implicit
RK methods or higher than second order fully explicit RK methods, even in Cartesian coordinates [101, 102].
However, finite volume implementations of GRMHD are usually only formally second order accurate (due to
the approximation of volume integrals by the midpoint rule) and furthermore drop to first order accuracy at
shocks. It would be computationally wasteful to integrate the MHD equations at higher than second order
in time.
We therefore write our time integration of the wave into two steps, compatible with a future mixed order
integration scheme. In this scheme we first update the state vector to the half-step and return that result.
We then update to the full-step. More explicitly, we update our initial wave state vector un to un+1/2 as
K1 = f (t, un) (14)
K2 = f (t+ c2∆t, un + a21K1∆t) (15)
K3 = f (t+ c3∆t, un + a32K2∆t) (16)
un+1/2 = un + ∆t (b1K1 + b2K2 + b3K3) . (17)
We then update un+1/2 to un+1 as
K4 = f (t+ c4∆t, un + a43K3∆t) (18)
un+1 = un+1/2 + ∆t (b4K4) . (19)
The full description of the boundary conditions we apply before calculating the slope estimates can be
found in Section 2.4. To reduce high frequency noise arising from reflections at mesh refinement boundaries,
we add Kreiss-Oliger dissipation [103] to the RHS of all evolved variables. An n-th order dissipation operation
can be written as (see e.g. [104, 105]):
f (t, ~x) = f (t, ~x) + (−1)(n+3)/2  1
2n+1
dxi∂n+1i u (t, ~x) , (20)
where  is the dissipation strength coefficient (set to 0.005 for this paper), and dxi is the cell spacing in the
evenly sampled, logically Cartesian, numerical grid. To preserve the fourth order convergence of our time
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integration and spatial finite difference stencils, we set n = 5 and arrive at the following addition to the
RHS:
f (t, ~x) = f (t, ~x) + 
1
26
dxi∂6i u (t, ~x) . (21)
2.4. Boundary Conditions
A critical component of our infrastructure is the hierarchy of boundary conditions that we employ on
the slope estimates K1−4 in Equations 14-16 and 18. A version of this hierarchy was developed as part
of the enhanced Patchwork code (see [1] for details), but several further modifications were necessary to
facilitate arbitrary order time integration and further customization to our problem. We provide a diagram
of our boundary condition procedure in Figure 2.
From Figure 2 we see that our boundary condition priority order is interpatch boundary data over
interprocessor/periodic boundary data over simulation domain boundary data (analytic for our tests). We
therefore lay down our boundary data into the ghost zones in the inverse of this priority order,
Boundary Data→ Interprocessor Data→ Interpatch Data,
allowing interpatch boundary data to replace existing boundary conditions. By successively rewriting bound-
ary data in this order we ensure BCs are consistent with the evolution.
Interpatch boundary conditions are applied using the Patchwork framework. Patchwork provides
the ability for various local meshes, or patches, of arbitrary resolution and coordinate topology to move
freely over an underlying mesh or global patch (recall our example in Figure 1). This facilitates the ability to
construct local patches which are better suited to capture the physics in the encompassed area. As such, we
deactivate cells on the global patch which are covered by local patches. This maintains consistency between
the two patches in the overlapping region and eliminates redundant effort on the global patch.
However, the cells immediately adjacent to the local patch which are evolved on global patch require
boundary conditions. These effective ghost zones are populated via interpatch interpolation from data
which resides on the local patch. Similarly, the physically evolved cells on the edge of local patch require
boundary conditions. These ghost zones are filled by interpatch interpolation of data which resides on the
global patch. We refer to these two methods of providing boundary conditions as Local to Global and Global
to Local (see Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.1, respectively).
Interpatch data is always interpolated in the local, regular coordinate basis of the patch on which the
source data resides. We apply centered fifth-order Lagrange polynomial interpolation. In 1D Lagrange
polynomial interpolation can be written as
u(x) =
n+1∑
i=1
Pi(x), (22)
where u is the function being interpolated at location x, n is the order of interpolation, and
Pi(x) = u(xi)
n+1∏
l=1,l 6=i
x− xl
xi − xl . (23)
Here u(xi) is the function to be interpolated evaluated at the discrete point xi and sampled at points x1 to
xn+1.
In practice, our 3D interpolation can be written as the tensor product of each dimension’s individual
interpolation as
u(x, y, z) =
ic+3∑
i=ic−2
jc+3∑
j=jc−2
kc+3∑
k=kc−2
ui,j,kP
j,k
i (x)P
i,k
j (y)P
i,j
k (z) (24)
where
P j,ki (x) =
ic+3∏
l=ic−2,l 6=i
x− xl,j,k
xi,j,k − xl,j,k . (25)
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Figure 2: Flow chart for the hierarchy of boundary conditions for our code. A “client” is an individual CPU domain that
lives on another patch for which this CPU is responsible. Operations in the left column are performed by local patch CPUs
(colored green), the middle column by all CPUs (no color), and the right column by global patch CPUs (colored blue). We
denote interpatch communication which goes through a router CPU by placing a color coded “Router” label. The color coding
specifies which patch the router CPU is a member of.
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of Global to Local interpolation zones in the equatorial plane of a spherical global patch. The
local Cartesian patch, which actually resides over the origin, is offset for visualization. The solid black line denotes the edge
of the physical cells on the local Cartesian mesh and gray gridlines denote physical ghost zones requiring interpatch data. The
locations of these ghost zones on the global patch are marked by blue grid lines on the spherical mesh.
We use indexing ui,j,k and xi,j,k to represent the discrete grid functions and coordinates, respectively.
The (ic, jc, kc) indices are the closest discrete locations to the point of interpolation without exceeding it in
any dimension, i.e. (x, y, z) lies between (x, y, z)ic,jc,kc and (x, y, z)ic+1,jc+1,kc+1. In Equation 25, we denote
which index/dimension is iterated over in the product operation with the index l by placing that dimension’s
index as a subscript to P .
2.4.1. Global to Local
Although in Figure 2 we see that our algorithm first performs Local to Global, we begin our discussion
with the simpler Global to Local. In the absence of overlapping local patches, the order of these BC
operations is interchangeable. However, we emphasize that this interchangeability is a feature unique to the
PatchworkWave version of Patchwork.
As a local patch traverses the global patch, the edges of that local patch require boundary conditions.
Furthermore, because Patchwork allows dynamic patches and different coordinate topologies, coordinate
locations are generally irregular with respect to the global patch mesh where the required data resides. We
schematically visualize this in Figure 3 for the two patch configuration of Figure 1.
Consider a configuration with one global patch and some arbitrary number of local patches. Each CPU
evolves in a numeric coordinate basis, Xαj
′. Here j refers to the patch ID, runs from 0 to NPATCHES − 1,
and global patch is denoted by j = 0. Furthermore, each patch member knows the functional mapping from
its numeric coordinate basis to a physical coordinate basis of the same coordinate topology, Xαj
(
Xαj
′), where
Xαj is either Cartesian, cylindrical, or spherical coordinates. Because each X
α
j is in principle irregular with
respect to one another, and not known globally by all patches, all interpatch communication goes through a
common background Cartesian coordinate system, XαB .
Send Background Coordinates → Get Local Coordinates 1. In Local to Global, each local patch pro-
cessor transmits its ghost zone locations, denoted by gray and blue cells in Figure 3, to the global patch
CPUs (via a router - see Section 2.4.3 for discussion on parallelism) in the common background Cartesian
coordinates: XαB
(
Xαj
)
. Upon receiving these coordinate locations, the global patch processor transforms the
points from background Cartesian to its own local numerical coordinate basis: Xα0
′ (Xα0 (X
α
B)).
1We use boxed text to denote where each portion of our algorithmic discussion is located in Figure 2
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Interpolate → Transform to Background → Send Result Global patch CPUs then attempt to locate
and interpolate the state vector at each point in the Xα0
′ coordinate basis. If the data is successfully inter-
polated, the state vector is then transformed on the global patch processor to the background coordinates,
Xα0
′ → Xα0 → XβB ,
and then transmitted to local patch “j”. Throughout the paper, we adopt the notation Xαj → Xβk as
representing the operation of mapping the state vector from the Xαj coordinate basis to the X
β
k coordinate
basis.
Receive Interpolated Data → Transform to Local Coordinates The Local patch processor then trans-
forms the interpolated data from the background coordinates to the local patch numerical coordinate basis:
XαB → Xαj → Xαj ′.
If a global patch processor finds that it cannot succesfully interpolate to a point, the state vector is
marked to be skipped at that point. Upon receiving the state vector on the local patch processor, only those
state vectors successfully interpolated are used. Referring to Figure 2 this amounts to assuming that the
point should be filled already via either physical boundary conditions or intrapatch interprocessor boundary
conditions.
2.4.2. Local to Global
Figure 4: Example interpolation flag configuration for a Cartesian local patch over the origin of a global spherical patch in the
equatorial plane. (Left) We plot the original flag implementation in [2]. (Right) We plot the new implementation with a buffer
width of 4 cells. Purple zones are deactivated and play no role in the cell update, blue zones are evolved cells, and all other
zones are flagged for interpatch interpolation. The white box denotes the edges of the local patch. Green cells are those which
are within the ghost zone depth along any coordinate direction from evolved cells. Yellow cells are those within a ghost zone
depth diagonally from evolved cells.
The other interpatch boundary condition, Local to Global, is responsible for determining which cells
may be deactivated on the global patch domain as well as populating the data in the effective ghost zones
underneath the local patches. This algorithm and its parallelization (see Section 2.4.3), represents the most
significant departures from the original Patchwork framework.
Consider again a configuration with arbitrary number of local patches. In this scenario, we assume that
no local patches overlap and can therefore treat each local patch’s interpatch BC independently. Below we
describe the BC which is performed for each local patch individually.
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Send Background Coordinates → Get Local Coordinates → Find Covered Zones → Send Result At the
start of each timestep, the global patch processor must first ascertain which cells are covered by a local patch.
For a given local patch j, the global patch processor first sends its coordinates in the background Cartesian
frame, XαB (X
α
0 ), to a local patch processor. The local patch processor then converts the coordinates to its
own numeric coordinate basis Xαj
′ (Xαj (XαB)). It may then ascertain which global patch cells the local patch
covers, and send the result back to the global patch processor.
The reason we calculate which cells are covered on the local patch processor is because the global patch
cells are generally irregular with respect to the local patch cells. Therefore, one cannot simply ask if a
cell is within the bounds of the local patch coordinates. However, the local patch numerical coordinates,
Xαj
′, are required by Harm3d to be regular and each global patch point, Xα0 , may be determined to be
within/exterior to the bounds of those regular local patch numerical coordinates.
Receive Covered Zones to Cover Flags Upon receiving the determination of which global patch cells
are covered, the original Patchwork code would immediately calculate which covered cells are within an
update stencil width of an uncovered cell. These global patch cells would then be flagged for interpatch
interpolation. We plot the interpolation flag markers (cover flags) for our two patch example using this
original algorithm in the left frame of Figure 4.
Calculate Cover Flags with Buffer However, in extending to arbitrary order methods this implementa-
tion leads to an issue. Consider that after filling the effective ghost zones in the global patch with data
from the local patch, Patchwork must then call Global to Local. Looking at Figures 3 and 4, one may
quickly observe that the ghost zones of the local patch would be interpolated into using data previously
interpolated onto the global patch domain. This would drop the convergence of our interpolation accuracy,
requiring higher order interpolation stencils and increased computational expense to overcome (both via
more expensive interpolation weights and an increase in the required ghost zone count).
To overcome this limitation, we assume there exists a region of covered zones on the global patch domain
capable of capturing the physics in addition to local patch. This is well posed as generally we would avoid
significant cell size discrepancies at the patch boundaries to minimize numerical artifacts. In the right frame
of Figure 4 we plot the same patch flag configuration including a “buffer” of evolved cells on global patch
that reside immediately under the edges of the local patch. By implementing this buffer we wish to eliminate
the interpolation of interpolated data present in the original Patchwork code [2].
Send Result → Receive Cover Flags → Interpolate Data Once the cells that will serve as effective ghost
zones under the local patch are determined, the global patch processor sends their coordinate locations back
to the local patch processor in the background Cartesian coordinates and poisons the data of fully covered
cells which may be deactivated. The local patch processor then transforms the effective ghost zones to the
local numerical coordinate basis, Xαj
′ (Xαj (XαB)), and attempts to interpolate the state vector at each point
in the Xαj
′ coordinate basis.
Transform to Background → Send Result If the data is successfully interpolated, the state vector is
then transformed on the local patch processor to the background coordinates,
Xαj
′ → Xαj → XαB ,
and then transmitted to the global patch processor.
Receive Interpolated Data → Transform to Local Coordinates Upon receiving the interpolated data,
the global patch processor transforms the state vector to its own numerical coordinate basis:
XαB → Xα0 → Xα0 ′.
Similar to Global to Local, if the point was found to be uninterpolatable, then the global patch processor
skips the point and assumes that it has been previously filled by intrapatch boundary conditions.
A significant deviation of our time integration from the original Patchwork and subsequent enhanced
Patchwork and PatchworkMHD codes is that we use 4th order methods. As such, we can no longer
treat the timestep as two independent Cauchy problems of size ∆t/2. This is because we require information
about the state vector at the half-step to fully update to t + 12∆t. To accommodate this, we alter the
Patchwork implementation to keep constant the memory locations of live, covered, and effective ghost
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zones (cover flags) on the global patch processors throughout the entire timestep. The determination of
which cells are live, covered, or effective ghost zones is done once the full timestep has been performed.
However, because we allow time-dependent transformations between physical and numerical coordinates
on each patch, we must update these transformations when coordinate time is changed at the substeps.
Additionally, because our local patches are free to move on the global patch in time, we also need to
update the coordinate mappings between the global, local, and background coordinates at the same substeps.
Provided these considerations, the Local to Global interpatch boundary condition at substeps is precisely
that described above, but skipping the calculation of which zones are covered, live, or effective ghost.
A choice required for the Local to Global interpatch boundary condition is the specification of the buffer
zone width. Our interpolation stencil extends at most NG = 3 cells away from any given point, where NG
is the number of ghost zones. We therefore specify the width of the buffer of live cells underneath the local
patch to NG + 1 cells from the edges of local patch. This allows for a local patch to traverse one global
patch cell during the timestep in any number of spatial dimensions. Currently, it is encumbant upon the
user to verify that the specified patch trajectories do not violate this condition. However, the buffer width
is a freely specifiable parameter that may also be increased to relax this constraint.
Finally, special care must be taken for physical ghost zones (ghost cells which are not interprocessor ghost
zones) which are covered by a local patch. In the case of our two patch example in Figure 1, all inner radial
ghost zones are covered by the local patch. These zones may be immediately adjacent to physically evolved
cells, particularly in the buffer region, and will be used in cell updates. Since there is no reason to assume
that the spherical BCs of the global patch match the dynamics on the Cartesian local patch, we mark all
covered physical ghost zones for interpatch interpolation. This ensures that our boundary conditions are
consistent with the local patch evolution, while zones which cannot be filled by interpolation will preserve
the intrapatch BCs of global patch by the skipping mechanism previously described.
2.4.3. Parallelism
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Figure 5: Reproduction of figure 3 from [2] schematically demonstrating the client-router-server paradigm for 3 patches em-
ploying multiple routers. Grids represent CPU domain decompositions. CPUs are marked as a client (C), server (S), or router
(R). Solid lines connecting a router CPU to a server CPU denote intrapatch communication and dashed lines connecting a
client CPU to a router CPU denote interpatch communication. Each such line denotes communication out and back between
the connected CPUs.
In addition to patches being run in parallel via different executables which communicate BCs through
MPI, each patch is itself MPI domain decomposed. We therefore must distinguish between interpatch and
intrapatch communication. Furthermore, CPUs assigned to one patch do not know how the other patches
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are subdivided and assigned, and consequently do not know from which CPU to request data. Patchwork
handles this transfer of data from an individual patch CPU to the appropriate CPU on another patch via
a client-router-server model (for a full discussion please see [2]). Important modifications were necessary to
scale well to more than a few hundred MPI ranks, and details of these changes to the original Patchwork
code will be reported in [1].
Let each CPU be denoted by Cij , where i denotes the CPU number on a given patch and j denotes
the patch ID. We note that we have swapped the index locations from those in [2] for consistency with our
coordinate indexing in Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2. Patch IDs run from 0 to NPATCHES − 1 and global patch is
denoted with j = 0. On any given patch, i runs from 0 to NCPUj − 1 where NCPUj is the number of CPUs
on the jth patch.
Consider the simpler Global to Local interpatch BC. Each ghost zone on a local patch will attempt to
fill its data with interpolated data from the global patch. In this instance, each Cij 6=0 containing physical
ghost zones becomes a “client” which requires data. However, because the client CPU does not have any
knowledge of which CPU on the other patch contains the necessary data, it sends a request to the global
patch via a “router” CPU. This router can distribute the requests from the client CPU to the appropriate
global patch “server” Ci0 CPUs that contain the data. Finally, the server CPUs provide the requested data
and forward it back to the client CPU through the router CPU. We demonstrate this process schematically
in Figure 5 (see also Figure 3 of [2]).
Similarly, when data requests are forwarded between patches in Local to Global it is transmitted from
client CPUs requiring information to server CPUs containing the information via router CPUs on the server’s
patch. This includes the sending of coordinates from global patch CPUs to local patch CPUs to determine
which zones are covered as well as the request for interpolated data made by global patch CPUs to the local
patch CPUs.
Gather Physical Cover Flags → Calculate Cover Flags with Buffer → Scatter Physical Cover Flags
Our Local to Global interpatch BC further differs from the original Patchwork implementation in the paral-
lelization of the calculation of the effective ghost zone locations on global patch. In the original Patchwork
method, each Ci0 would calculate its own interpolation flags and then send data requests as necessary to the
local patch routers at each substep. However, because our method employs a buffer extending NG+ 1 cells,
each Ci0 cannot be assumed to know the location of all patch edges required for calculating the interpolation
flags.
Therefore, at the start of each timestep the global patch CPUs all forward the covered/uncovered status
of their physical cells to a single global patch CPU C00. C
0
0 then calculates the locations of effective ghost
zones and covered states for all physical cells. We refer to physical cells as the set of cells which are a part
of the computational domain, but are not a ghost cell. This information is then forwarded back to all Ci0
to populate both physical and interprocessor ghost zone interpolation flags.
3. Code Tests
To test our code we solve the wave equation using as initial and boundary data a simple plane wave,
φ (t, x) = sin
[
2pi
L
(x− t)
]
+ 2, (26)
where L = 20 is a free parameter used to scale the period of the wave. The addition of 2 removes zero
crossings to simplify the normalization of error calculations.
While in Cartesian coordinates this is a 1D problem, in curvilinear coordinates our entire covariant
infrastructure is required to recover the correct solution. This is because our code always finite differences
with respect to the numerical coordinate basis and uses the metric tensor and Christoffel symbols to generalize
the derivatives. Additionally, the one-form Πµ is coordinate dependent and therefore changes when solving in
different coordinates/frames. Therefore, when we run multiple patches in different coordinate topologies, the
entire transformation and interpolation infrastructure must also be used to correctly translate the solution in
the BCs. Although symmetries may be permitted by the solution, we always run our multipatch tests in full
3D without making any symmetry assumptions. As such, by running curvilinear patches with a Cartesian
problem, we test every component of our infrastructure simultaneously.
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Parameter Value
δx1, δx2, δx3, δx4 0.1
δy1, δy2, δy3, δy4 0.1
hx1, hx2, hx3, hx4 20.0
hy1, hy2, hy3, hy4 20.0
ax10, ax20, ay10, ay20 1.0
xmin, ymin -20.0
xmax, ymax 20.0
Table 2: Parameters of the warped Cartesian grid used for our simulation. The full expressions relating these parameters are
in Equations 20 and 21 of [98].
In all tests we apply analytic BCs at the physical edges of the global domain. This allows us to configure
our patches arbitrarily without concern to exposed edges or proper transmissive boundaries. Furthermore,
because the BCs are analytic, any reflections and errors introduces by the mesh refinements and evolution
cannot be transmitted out of the domain. In setting our tests up this way, we seek to explore the “worst case
scenario” where any mesh-to-mesh error/noise is unable to escape the domain and more likely to disrupt the
evolution than a production simulation employing numeric/transmissive BCs.
Our timestep is always constant throughout the evolution because the numeric cell crossing time for our
wave characteristic is fixed in time. Finally, we set the Kreiss-Oliger dissipation coefficient  = 0.005 for all
simulations. A small dissipation coefficient assures the damping of high frequency noise while not affecting
the physical solution.
3.1. Test One
To begin, we test our wave solver independent of the Patchwork BC infrastructure. We evolve the plane
wave solution of Equation 26 in a time-dependent double fish-eye warped Cartesian coordinate system [98].
In this coordinate system there are two regions of dynamic warping which orbit counter-clockwise at an
orbital frequency of Ωwarp = pi/50. We tabulate the parameters of the warped grid in Table 2.
For this study (and in our upcoming paper about PatchworkMHD [1]), we implemented the infras-
tructure to map any spacetime known by Harm3d from a background reference frame to some arbitrary
time-dependent reference frame. The background frame here would correspond to XαB in the Patchwork
infrastructure. Specifically, we pass the background coordinates to the routines responsible for evaluating
the metric, which then transform the resultant metric tensor via
XαB → Xαrotating → XαWARPED.
In addition to testing the dynamic coordinate and covariant infrastructure of the wave solver, we wish
to test this generalized frame infrastructure. To do this, we place the mesh into a frame rotating clockwise
at a frequency of Ωframe = 0.01 about the z axis with respect to the background coordinates. That is,
∂
∂XαB
Xαrotating =
 cos (Ωt) sin (Ωt) 0− sin (Ωt) cos (Ωt) 0
0 0 1
 , (27)
where Ω = Ωframe.
As we are not employing the full interpatch BCs and only testing the enhanced Patchwork coordinate
and Harm3d metric modifications in conjunction with our wave solver, we run this test in 2D. Our grid
contains 100 × 100 cells, producing a numerical cell size of dx1 = dx2 = 0.01. We set the timestep to half
this numerical cell size: dt = 0.005. The simulation domain extends from −20 to 20 in x and y in the local
rotating frame. We normalize the wave period of Equation 26 by setting L = 20. This test employs every
component of the generalized coordinate/metric infrastructure within the x− y plane.
We evolve for 5 wave crossing times of our simulation domain, or two complete rotations of the warps,
(t = 200) and plot snapshots of the evolution in Figure 6. We find that even though the warps strongly distort
the grid from the symmetry of the wave solution, our relative error remains small (of order several ×10−4).
Furthermore, the top two rows, which show the evolution plotted against the rotating frame coordinates and
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Figure 6: (Top Row) Time snapshots of the wave plotted with respect to the rotating frame coordinates used during the update.
(Middle Row) Time snapshots of the wave plotted with respect to the fixed background coordinates. (Bottom Row) Logarithmic
relative error in the wave plotted with respect to the fixed background coordinates. We do not plot the initial error because it
is zero to machine precision. (Left to Right) Time snapshots correspond to t = 0, t = 66.5, t = 133, and t = 200. We overlay
every 5th gridline of the mesh.
fixed background coordinates, highlight that the wave propagation direction rotates counter-clockwise in the
numerical coordinate basis where the evolution is performed. This propagation direction time dependence
is encoded in the structure of Πµ. Finally, the values of Πµ are further altered and distorted to account for
the warps in the mesh on which the wave is updated.
3.2. Test Two
While the original Patchwork code was designed to work with second order time integration and linear
interpolation for interpatch BCs (recall the additional issue of interpolation of interpolated data further
reducing the convergence order), we have modified Patchwork to be compatible with arbitrary order
methods in space and time.
We test the convergence rate of PatchworkWave using a Cartesian local patch which is fully encom-
passed by a global Cartesian patch with a mesh refinement level of 2-to-1. The global patch cube extends
from −20 to 20 in each dimension and the local patch cube extends from −10 to 10 in local coordinates
Xi1. In all cases the resolution in each dimension is equal and we employ a Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL)
factor of 0.6 to determine the timestep.
We perform three tests; a fixed local patch, a dynamically rotating local patch, and a linearly translating
local patch. For the fixed local patch, we set the origin of the local patch to (x, y, z) = (−1,−1,−1) to
ensure that the local patch grid is offset from the global patch grid. For the rotating local patch, we set
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the local patch origin at the global patch origin and rotate counter-clockwise at a frequency of 0.01 about
the z axis. For the translating local patch, we set the initial local patch origin at (x, y, z) = (−5,−5, 0) and
linearly translate with a velocity of vi = (0.1, 0.1, 0). In all cases we evolve for 1 wave crossing time of the
fixed local patch, t = 20, which coincides with the wave period.
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Figure 7: (Top Row) Initial configuration of the wave for our convergence study at the lowest resolution sampled. (Middle
Row) Final configuration of the wave for our convergence study at the lowest resolution sampled. (Bottom Row) Logarithmic
relative error in the wave at the end of the simulation for our lowest resolution sampled. (Left to Right) We plot the fixed local
patch, translating local patch, and rotating local patch configurations. All plots are in the x-y plane at a slice of z = 0. The
edge of the local patch is denoted by the white box. Global patch resolution is dx = dy = dz = 1 and local patch resolution is
dx = dy = dz = 0.5.
In Figure 7 we plot snapshots of the initial and final configuration of the wave, as well as the relative
error in the final state, for each patch configuration at the lowest resolution sampled. Just like in the warped
configuration, we find that the relative error is small at the end of the simulation (of order several ×10−4)
even at a resolution of dx = dy = dz = 1 on global patch. Additionally, we note that the error is continuous
across the patch boundaries, showing negligible to no distortions due to transportation onto and off of the
mesh refinement of local patch. We note that the peak of the wave has both transported off of and back
onto the local patch during our test.
To confirm the convergence rate of our algorithm, we sample 4 resolutions differing by a factor of 2. In
such a configuration, for our globally 4th order scheme, the error should reduce by a factor of 16 for each
resolution increase.
We measure our convergence rate by calculating the total integrated error in the simulation domain
Error =
∫ |φ− φanalytic|
φanalytic
√−g d3x, (28)
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Figure 8: Total integrated relative error on both patches for our three convergence tests. Points denote the value for each
resolution and the dashed line is a linear fit to the data. We include an inset of the lowest resolution points to highlight that
they are distinctly separate. The size of the inset is not drawn to scale. The slopes are; fixed -4.06, translating -4.03, and
rotating -4.05.
for all physically evolved cells on both patches. Here,
√−g is the determinant of the metric tensor and
generalizes the Jacobian term in front of the differentials. In Figure 8 we plot this integrated error at the
end of the simulation for all three tests on a log-log scale. On this scale, the convergence order of the error
is the linear slope of the data (× -1).
Two things are quickly apparent from the plot. First, the global convergence order of PatchworkWave
with our modifications is precisely the 4th order convergence rate we desired. Second, the global integrated
error between each simulation is comparable at all resolutions. This implies that the total error of our
scheme is relatively insensitive the location and trajectory of our refined local patch for this test. Instead,
the error is dominated by the 4th order spatial finite difference stencils and time integration performed locally.
Furthermore, the effectiveness of our algorithm is exemplified by the rotating patch mesh breaking with the
symmetry of the plane wave in a time-dependent manner. Finally, with the dynamic patch configurations we
demonstrate the ability to dynamically cover/uncover cells throughout the evolution with our modifications
to interpatch ghost zone mapping routines while preserving the desired convergence properties.
3.3. Test Three
We now perform a test which includes three patches with one of each coordinate topology; Cartesian,
spherical, and cylindrical. In this test the local patches both dynamically evolve in time with respect to the
global patch. Furthermore, we intentionally configure the patches in a manner to make interpatch reflections
highly pronounced.
The global Cartesian grid has dimensions of x×y× z = 80×80×40 with its origin at (x, y, z) = (0, 0, 0).
We sample the domain with 160×160×40 cells. The spherical local patch is centered at (x, y, z) = (−22, 0, 0).
The uniform radial grid extends from 5 to 20, poloidal angle from pi/4 to 3pi/4, and we include the full 2pi in
azimuthal angle. We sample the spherical domain with (r, θ, φ) = 30× 40× 200 cells. The cylindrical local
patch is centered at (x, y, z) = (22, 0, 0). The radial domain and azimuthal domain extents are the same as
the spherical patch. The vertical extent of the cylindrical patch is half that of the global Cartesian patch.
The cylindrical domain is sampled with (r, φ, z) = 30 × 200 × 20 cells. Finally, the spherical patch rotates
counter-clockwise at a frequency of 0.01 and the cylindrical patch rotates clockwise at a frequency of 0.03
(both with respect to their local z axes).
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Figure 9: (Top) Snapshots in the x-y plane for the run at z = 0. (Bottom) Relative error in the x-y plane at z = 0. (Left to
Right) Time snapshots correspond to t = 66.5, t = 133, and t = 200. We overlay every 5th gridline of the meshes.
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Figure 10: (Top) Snapshots in the x-z plane for the run at y = 0. (Bottom) Relative error in the x-z plane at y = 0. (Left to
Right) Time snapshots correspond to t = 66.5, t = 133, and t = 200. We overlay every 5th gridline of the meshes.
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In Figure 9 we plot snapshots of the wave and relative error in the x − y plane through our evolution.
In these snapshots at z = 0 the resolution of the spherical and cylindrical meshes are identical. However,
the azimuthal phase of the local coordinates, along with the Jacobians relating the local patch and global
patch coordinates, are different. Additionally, we plot the same snapshots in the x − z plane in Figure 10.
The selection of y = 0 for this slice was made to represent one of the most error prone slices in the domain.
Observing the lower panels of Figures 9 and 10 we find that the relative error grows in time to O (10−4).
Had we continued the evolution, the error would likely continue to increase.
However, this test was precisely designed to exacerbate errors associated with propagating the wave
through mesh refinement. For instance, the wave must cross mesh refinement boundaries 8 times for |y| ∼< 5.
Furthermore, no special care was taken to reduce the factor of cell refinement between meshes in any portion
of the domain and the local patches do not conform to the symmetry of the plane wave. Finally, we
intentionally placed the local patch edges immediately adjacent to the outer edges of the global patch along
the direction of propagation. This last part is important because the analytic BCs we apply act like a
reflective boundary for any error modes generated by the mesh refinements and intrapatch truncation error.
Provided these considerations, we believe that the relative error growing to only O (10−4) is a strong
testament to the effectiveness of our interpatch BCs. We emphasize that any production simulation employing
the Patchwork infrastructure would likely have more transmissive boundary conditions and would place
meshes to better capture the physics rather than infringe on the algorithm’s ability to obtain an accurate
solution as we did here.
3.4. Test Four
To fully demonstrate PatchworkWave’s mesh capabilities, we perform another test which includes
three patches with one of each coordinate topology. In this test we include one translating patch, one
rotating patch, a curvi-linear global patch, and allow the local patches to overlap in the buffer regions.
The global spherical grid extends from rin = 5 to rout = 100, poloidally from pi/4 to 3pi/4, and includes
the full azimuthal domain. We uniformly sample the domain with r × θ × φ = 100 × 100 × 300 cells. We
include a Cartesian patch centered over the radial cutout which has dimensions of x×y×z = 30×30×20 and
sampled with 80×80×20 cells. The patch rotates counter-clockwise in time at a frequency of 0.03 about the
z-axis. The cylindrical patch extends radially from rin = 5 to rout = 25, from -10 to 10 in the z direction, and
includes the full azimuthal angle. When speaking of spherical coordinates we always refer to spherical radius.
Conversely, when we are referring to a cylindrical coordinate system we refer to cylindrical radius. We offset
the initial position of the cylindrical patch from the global spherical patch origin by (x, y, z) = (45, 45, 0).
We then translate the cylindrical patch at a velocity of -0.5 in the x direction. We specify the simulation
timestep to dt = 0.05.
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Figure 11: (Top) Snapshots of the interpatch interpolation flags in the x-y plane for the run at z = 0. (Left to Right) Time
snapshots correspond to t = 66.5, t = 133, and t = 200. We overlay every 10th gridline of the global patch mesh and the
outer physical boundaries of the local patch meshes. Purple denotes deactivated cells, blue evolved cells, and all other colors
an interpatch interpolation zone.
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We evolve two wave solutions in this setup until t = 200, allowing the cylindrical patch to fully traverse
the spherical global patch in the equatorial plane. Unlike the test presented in Section 3.3, the interpolation
flags identifying which zones require interpatch interpolated data must be dynamically updated in addition
to the coordinate mappings relating the patches. We demonstrate this in Figure 11, where we show that,
unlike Cartesian local patches which only have buffers cells outside the covered zones, the cylindrical patch
must have buffer cells extending from both of their inner radial boundaries. Furthermore, the number of
cells under the local cylindrical patch which may be deactivated increases as the patch extends deeper into
the spherical global patch radial domain. This emphasizes that, in general, the amount of work a given
patch must do, as well as the structure of the deactivated, live, and interpolated cells, must be accounted
for dynamically and can vary significantly based on the mesh configurations at any timestep.
3.4.1. Single Plane Wave
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Figure 12: (Top) Snapshots in the x-y plane for the run at z = 0. (Bottom) Relative error in the x-y plane at z = 0. (Left to
Right) Time snapshots correspond to t = 66.5, t = 133, and t = 200. We overlay every 10th gridline of the meshes.
In Figure 12 we plot snapshots of the simple 1D plane wave solution and relative error in the equatorial
θ = pi/2 plane of the global patch and z = 0 plane of the local patches. Unlike our previous simulations,
we note that the maximal global error of the simulation is significantly higher. However, we emphasize that
this is due to the decreased effective resolution of the global spherical patch at large radii. Furthermore,
because error generated in the very coarse cells at φ = pi/2 and φ = 3pi/2 (dx ≈ rdφ ≈ 2.1) cannot escape
the domain with our analytic BCs, it is funneled along the outer radial boundary to the φ ≈ 0 boundary
where the plane wave propagates off the domain.
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Figure 13: (Top) Snapshots in the x-y plane for the run at z = 0. (Bottom) Relative error in the x-y plane at z = 0. (Left to
Right) Time snapshots correspond to t = 66.5, t = 133, and t = 200. We overlay every 10th gridline of the meshes.
Furthermore, at t ≈ 75, between snapshots 1 and 2 in the Figures, the corner of the rotating Cartesian
local patch penetrates through the cylindrical outer boundary. At these times the physical ghost zones
from both patches draw interpolated data from the buffer regions under the other local patch. While our
algorithm does not allow live or buffer cells in local patches to be covered by other local patches, it does
allow their ghost zone regions to overlap.
3.4.2. Superposition of Plane Waves
Finally, to demonstrate that the 1D nature of our simple plane wave is not exploited by our code, we
evolve a superposition of two plane waves in the same patch configuration. Each wave has a different wave
vector and frequency. Specifically, we evolve
φ (t, x, y, z) = sin
[
2pi
L1
(x− t)
]
+ cos
[
2pi
L2
(
x− y + z −
√
3t
)]
+ 3, (29)
where we set L1 = 20 and L2 = 30. This solution requires resolving full 3D wave propagation and two
independent wave periods simultaneously. We plot a slice at z = 0 for the same time snapshots as in the
previous section in Figure 13.
In the figure we note that the wave features which our code must resolve are quite different from the
single plane wave solution. However, by comparing snapshots in Figures 12 and 13, we observe that the
overall magnitude of the error is comparable. This demonstrates that, so long as the grid is sufficiently
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sampled to resolve the gradients of the solution, our error is dominated by the truncation error of our spatial
and temporal discretization.
4. Conclusions
We have described extensions to the Patchwork [2] and enhanced Patchwork [1] (upon which this
code is built) framework necessary for this study, high-order finite difference methods, as well as those
developed jointly for this publication and with the new MHD-capable code PatchworkMHD [1]. We have
additionally described in detail some of the underlying enhanced Patchwork infrastructure for clarity.
We have extended the framework to be multimethod compatible, improved the accuracy of interpatch BCs,
and removed assumptions pertaining to finite volume fluid evolutions. These extensions were motivated by a
multimethod astrophysics application coupling numerical solutions to the EFE via finite difference methods,
to the evolution of the MHD equations employing finite volume methods. As the original Patchwork has
already been successfully employed for fluid evolutions in [2], and its MHD counterpart is currently being
deployed [106], we have demonstrated only the finite difference component here through the evolution of a
scalar wave toy-model. We implemented this toy-model into the Harm3d code.
While there is certainly MPI overhead associated with our infrastructure, the exact cost is difficult
to predict, as well as often specific to the simulation or application. For instance, the relative expense
of interpatch interpolation to the time integration of the state vector, the number of cells which require
interpolation, the fraction of deactivated cells on a patch, the cell count disparity between various patches,
and each patch’s domain decomposition all play a role. We therefore do not expect the overhead associated
with our toy-model to necessarily be a good predictor for another application. As such, we have left a full
discussion of the scaling and overhead to a future publication which is optimized to its target application.
However, we emphasize that the extreme flexibility of Patchwork allows users to develop meshes that
are custom tailored to minimize cell count, maximize timestep, and completely remove many-level nested
box-in-box AMR. These benefits, when combined with arbitrary patch motion, have the potential to far
outweigh the overhead costs. For instance, PatchworkMHD is currently being deployed to efficiently
extended the simulation of SMBBH accretion presented in [38, 39] from 12 to 30 binary orbital periods at
a fraction of the computational cost [106]. Furthermore, because each application code is itself parallelized,
users may domain decompose their application code as they see fit to limit communication overhead.
In addition to the simplicity of implementation, a second order formulation of the scalar wave has stability
criteria similar to many other applications in computational physics. Applications of wave-like systems span
general relativity to quantum mechanics. Although we elected to implement a coordinate invariant form
of the wave equation using a metric tensor, we emphasize that this is not a critical component of the new
Patchwork infrastructure. Furthermore, our code would be equally capable of evolving another set of
hyperbolic PDEs at arbitrary order. The only necessary ingredients are a time integrator for the equations,
an interpolator, a method of identifying neighboring cells, and coordinate transformation rules for the state
vector.
Our expansions allow for the new enhanced Patchwork code (and hence both PatchworkWave and
PatchworkMHD) to be compatible with a wide range of infrastructures beyond finite difference or finite
volume. For instance, our infrastructure could be coupled to any number of integration methods, where each
application provides the necessary methods listed above. In principle, the code we present here could even
be coupled to non-hyperbolic PDEs, such as an elliptic multigrid solver, where Patchwork would provide
intergrid interpolation at some iteration frequency.
Through our toy-model, we have demonstrated that the further enhanced Patchwork infrastructure
may be deployed to produce a generic multipatch scheme which is globally convergent at the order of
the mesh/temporal discretization. This is facilitated by our improvements to the interpatch interpolation,
introduction of an arbitrary size buffer region, and the capability of handling multiple state vectors si-
multaneously (each employing their own interpatch interpolation/transformation procedures). With these
extensions, Patchwork promises to provide accurate solutions for physics applications which have dis-
parate resolution/physics requirements, different numerical technique requirements, and allows for moving
mesh advantages even in the presence of complex solution geometries. Finally, this proof of principle cal-
culation represents a significant step towards the goal of time-dependent multipatch schemes in numerical
relativity.
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Appendix A. Coordinate Invariant Wave Equation
In order to understand how our code handles the generalization of motions and coordinates, a basic un-
derstanding of tensor calculus on manifolds is required. We present here a very basic introduction for readers
unfamiliar with tensor calculus so as to understand the origins of the equations presented in Section 2.2. For
more background information see [107].
Consider a 4-dimensional Riemannian manifold (time + space). This manifold may have arbitrary cur-
vature and may be spanned using any freely specifiable coordinate basis vectors eµ. In this situation, the
differential distance between points (ds2) may be expressed in a coordinate invariant manner as
ds2 =
4∑
µ=1
4∑
ν=1
gµνdx
µdxν , (A.1)
where repeated upper and lower Greek indices always imply a sum over all 4 spacetime indices (from here
we drop the explicit summation symbol) and gµν is the metric tensor of the 4-dimensional manifold. In the
Cartesian representation of flat (Minkowski) spacetime, our indexing corresponds to xµ = (t, x, y, z) and the
metric tensor, gµν = diag (−1, 1, 1, 1), recovers the standard Lorentzian displacement formula: |~x′ − ~x| =√
− (x′1 − x1)2 +
∑4
i=2 (x
′
i − xi)2. The metric tensor obeys the standard tensorial transformation law of
gµ′ν′ =
∂xµ
∂xµ′
∂xν
∂xν′
gµν . (A.2)
It may be trivially shown that for spherical (t, r, θ, φ) and cylindrical (t, r, φ, z) coordinates the flat spacetime
(Minkowski) metric tensor becomes gµν = diag
(−1, 1, r2, r2 sin θ) and gµν = diag (−1, 1, r, 1) respectively.
Additionally, in deriving our EOM we generalize the partial derivative operator. The generalized form of
differentiation, the covariant derivative, correctly accounts for curvilinear scale factors as well as curvature.
By definition, the covariant derivative acting on the metric tensor is always zero. Under this assumption,
the covariant derivative acting on a scalar function is precisely the partial derivative operator. However, for
tensorial quantities (such as ∂µφ = Πµ) it may be shown that the derivative of an arbitrary tensor of rank
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n×m along coordinate xµ is
∇µTα1···αnβ1···βm = ∂µTα1···αnβ1···βm (A.3)
+Γα1µλT
λα2···αn
β1···βm + Γ
α2
µλT
α1λ···αn
β1···βm + · · ·+ ΓαnµλTα1α2···λβ1···βm
−Γλµβ1Tα1···αnλβ2···βm − Γλµβ2Tα1···αnβ1λ···βm − · · · − ΓλµβmTα1···αnβ1β2···λ.
Here Γαµν are the Christoffel symbols of the second kind, or connection coefficients, and may be expressed
in terms of the metric tensor as
Γαµν =
1
2
gαλ (∂µgλν + ∂νgµλ − ∂λgµν) . (A.4)
gµν is the inverse metric tensor which may be obtained by taking the inverse matrix representation of the
4× 4 metric tensor gµν .
In deriving and relating our expressions, it is important to note that the location of indices (upper vs
lower indices) in this notation must be respected. The traditional vector representation of a one-form Πµ
may be found by “raising” the index with the metric tensor
Πµ = gµλΠλ. (A.5)
Conversely, the one-form may be found from the vector by “lowering” the index with the metric tensor
Πµ = gµλΠ
λ. (A.6)
This may be performed for any number of indices, with each index obeying one of the two expressions above.
Finally, covariant expressions may be obtained by replacing partial derivatives with covariant derivatives.
That is, the laplacian operator in Cartesian coordinates ∇2 = ∑i ∂2i = ∂i∂i may be obtained by first lowering
the first index
∇2 = gij∂i∂j , (A.7)
where repeated latin indices only sum over spatial indices of the manifold ((x, y, z), (r, θ, φ), (r, φ, z) etc.).
Next, partial derivatives are replaced with their covariant generalization producing
∇2 = gij∇i∇j . (A.8)
Finally, for convenience, we set the wave speed to the speed of light. We may then absorb the −∂t∂tφ term
into a 4 dimensional sum with the metric tensor and define the fully coviariant wave expression presented
in Equation 2.
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